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Abstract: Industrial Control Systems (ICS) have become a new target of attackers since the beginning of the century. Computer worm Stuxnet proved the vulnerability of these systems to cyber-attacks. Control-command architecture is built to ensure the safety and the reliability of the system and the environment, however, several attacks or studies have underlined the lack of protection of components in an ICS. They equally proved the incomplete solutions proposed by the Information technology (IT). This paper presents an innovative approach for intrusion detection system in ICS based on the notions of states and distance between sets of states. Distance assessment over time between common and forbidden states of the system provides the prediction and discrimination of deviations. A proposed algorithm analyses orders sent to actuators continuously and enables to stop dangerous orders for the system. This study is supported by simulations inspired by classical ICS.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are integrated in many areas and critical infrastructures such as energy production and distribution (electricity, water, oil and gas, …), manufacturing systems, transportation, health services or defense (Fourastier and Pietre-Cambacedes, 2015). These systems have been designed to solve production issues by insuring productivity and reliability. ICS, as represented on Fig. 1, are composed of several hierarchical layers. A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system (level 2), shows data to operators, gathers data from field layer and transmits control information to the whole architecture of control-command. A control layer (level 1) with Remote Terminal Units (RTU), controls devices of the field layer, acquires data from the field and communicates with SCADA system. The main component of RTUs is the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) which based on the programmed logic and data sent by physical layer, decides actions (from control model) that have to be applied on the process. A low-level layer (level 0) composed of Sensors / Actuators makes the link between physical and cyber layers and transforms an initial product to a final product. Industrial Communication networks connect the layers. Recent architectures use devices communicating mainly with TCP/IP protocol. In consequence, ICS have been weakened because safety is not considered.

Since the beginning of the century, ICS are targeted by hackers that exploit vulnerabilities towards cyber-attacks. (Fourastier and Pietre-Cambacedes, 2015; McLaughlin et al., 2016) present a complete history of attacks. The reference of these attacks on ICS is computer worm Stuxnet (Falliere et al., 2011). PLC was targeted through office network and control program was then replaced by others which destroy the process after a learning phase. The interest of hackers for industrial systems is the physical impact of a cyber-attack. Indeed, if an attack succeeds, important damages are inflicted to the process (production shutdown, long repair time) and the environment (impact on human, health, ecology, social, financial loss).

An exhaustive list of vulnerabilities is available on (ICS-CERT, 2016), different kind of attacks is described in (Fovino et al., 2012) as unauthorized command execution, Scada-Dos, Man-in-the-middle or Replay attack. All these attacks are inherited from the IT. Other attacks are inherent to level 1 and 0 of the ICS as random attacks where information is sent without taking into account the process, sequential attacks (Caselli et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) when there is a violation of the sequential order of the control command and false data injection (Wang et al., 2014) where data is intercepted and modified between sensors and PLC or between actuators and PLC. Our study only focuses on attacks on the command between the PLC and actuators, because ICS architecture is vulnerable and it is the last occasion to stop any illicit order.
Approaches in the field of monitoring and especially in the one of detection can provide solutions to secure ICS from cyber-attacks. The aim of an attack is to have a service lost effect. As a result, security issues of ICS join the already established and classic problem of detection where different approaches are known to detect failures in a system. However, how can we differentiate between attacks (intentional) and failures (non-intentional)? The proposed approach is based on the concept of distance and trajectory, by designing patterns typical to an attack and the basis is the notion of distance from unsafe states, which over the time, gives information about hypothetical attacks. This article proposes to contribute to the notion of distance as a way to detect attacks.

2. TOWARDS DETECTING ICS ATTACKS USING DISTANCE CONCEPT

In this field of research, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is generally proposed to detect attacks against computer systems and networks. (Denning, 1987) provides an IDS framework still used and efficient in Information Technology (IT). IDS are essentially a posteriori security measure where detection occurs after an intrusion. The basic idea is no matter the means used to ensure the security of a system, there will always be a residual risk that an intrusion occurs. The purpose of an IDS is to automatically identify violations of the system security policy. To do so, the IDS is based on data acquired by probes from the environment to protect. Different aspects of IDS as formalized by (Mitchell and Chen, 2014) have to be considered towards the choice of detection method and data source. Some IDS detect deviations from a behavior model (behavioral approach) and others rely on abnormal behavior knowledge database (signature approach). IDS that monitors network are called Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) and those using host data are called Host Intrusion Detecting System (HIDS).

Considering techniques that are investigated to protect ICS, IDS is a well-established field of research, and an exhaustive list of these techniques can be found in (Fourastier and Pietre-Cambacedes, 2015; McLaughlin et al., 2016). The signature approach, based on recognition of specific behavior as in (Pan et al., 2013), has some problems. The main issue of the approach is the non-detection of zero-day attack. However, ICS have the particularity to control physical process, so that behavioral approaches, or model based approaches, seem to be more adapted for ICS. In behavioral approach, specifications of the system are considered to define rules to insure safety, reliability and security of the process. Even if a lot of publications are based on network analysis, ICS are used to control process with physical sense and some works focus on this aspect. Interesting use of process knowledge can be found in (Carcano et al., 2011; Fovino et al., 2012). After modeling the process by setting ranges of running for each variable, the authors use the concept of distance from critical state to detect attacks. Evaluating the distance defines the increasing closeness between safe state and critical area. 2 types of distance are used. \(d_1\) computes the gap between 2 states component by component. Let \(d_1\) be any notion of distance between two states as \(d_1: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+\), \(s\) and \(t\) are two vectors with \(n\) components as \(s \in \mathbb{R}^n\) and \(t \in \mathbb{R}^n\), \(d_1(s, t) = \sum_{i=1}^n |s_i - t_i|\). \(d_n\) counts difference between 2 vectors based on the number of different components. Let \(d_n\) be any notion of distance between two states as \(d_n: \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+\), \(s\) and \(t\) are two vectors with \(n\) components as \(s \in \mathbb{R}^n\) and \(t \in \mathbb{R}^n\), \(d_n(s, t) = \# \{ i \mid s_i \neq t_i\}\).

The study focuses on approaches with strong behavioral approach, or model based, by introducing the concept of distance. Finally, IDS probe structure which intercepts and analyzes data, is similar with filter structure in filter approach.

3. FILTER APPROACH

First, the filter approach was enunciated by (Cruette et al., 1991), originally intended for applications in risk assignment. This approach presents interesting points for cybersecurity of ICS. The basis of the method is perpetual evaluation of all data between Command Part or CP (control layer, level 1) and Operative Part or OP (low level layer, level 0). If work order transgresses constraints in the filter, then an alert is sent to operator and the information may be stopped. A command filter can stop an incorrect order to be sent to actuators whereas report filter alerts on data between CP and OP. (Marangé, 2009) continued this work with a formalization of the constraints inside the filter. This approach only deals with a command filter because it is considered that operative part cannot have a hardware failure. Data from PLC to actuators are then filtered based on use constraints not to reach forbidden states. These constraints are enunciated by an expert and are static (physical impossibility) or dynamical (prohibition of an event based on a set of other events). Fig. 2 illustrates the running of the filter approach.

The approach is an interesting solution with several advantages as evaluating the accuracy of the information exchanged before it is executed by actuator for command filter or taken into account by CP for report filter. The assessment is performed by rules based on the knowledge of the process and control law. Finally, the approach is rather non-intrusive in the control command architecture. The study will improve rules establishment, especially with the concept of state to ensure that experts do not forget rules. Moreover, filter structure allows implementation of detection algorithm as well as failure origin discrimination. The notion of distance tested in IDS field is used similarly in filter approach. During the study, filters are considered as not vulnerable to an attack.

4. METHOD OF FILTER CONCEPTION

Intrusion detection with filter approach is efficient only if rules implemented into the filter are characteristics and
representatives of the monitored system. Three steps are required to build the filter. First, risk assignment step allows to identify unsafe states, which damage the system, from others. Then state exploration step, which is based on the description of actions, finds the relation between each state and the combinations that lead to unsafe state. Finally, synthesis filter step implements detection rules and distance algorithm. These steps are further explained in following subsections.

4.1 Step 1: Risk assignment

The first step is based on the work done in risk assignment that is to verify the ability of an entity to satisfy one or more required function under given conditions (Fourastier and Pietre-Cambacedes, 2015). Information can be extracted to identify failure modes and determine causes leading to these states. Indeed, when an ICS is under attack, hackers will always try to degrade the system by bringing it to an unsafe state with actions that should not have been made at this time. Such system can only be in a unique type of state as presented in Fig. 3 and described below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{All system states } (S) \\
\text{Set of reachable States } (S_{\text{reach}}) \\
\text{Set of prohibited states } (S_{\text{pro}}) \\
\text{Set of optimal states } (S_{\text{opt}}) \\
\text{Set of dangerous states } (S_{\text{dan}}) \\
\text{Set of unreachable States } (S_{\text{uruach}})
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. Illustration of possible states in an ICS

A state \( S_i \in \{S\} \) of a system can be reachable or not. For an ICS, state vector \( S_i \in \{S_{\text{reach}}\} \) is the representation of the process and data sent to the PLC at particular moment, such that \( S_i \) is a vector of \( n \) components where \( n \) is the number of inputs. In the same way, an order \( O \), in the set of orders \( \{O\} \) and \( O_j \in \{O\} \) is an action sent to the OP. It is a vector of \( m \) components where \( m \) is the number of outputs. The notion of state in the process was introduced by (Mitchell and Chen, 2014). A reachable state can be in one the following subsets:

- **Optimal state** \( S_{\text{opt}} \). \( \{S_{\text{opt}}\} \subset \{S_{\text{reach}}\} \) respects the proper running of the process and the constraints imposed by PLC. PLC programming is oriented to always keep the system in this subset of safe states,

- **Dangerous state** \( S_{\text{dan}} \). \( \{S_{\text{dan}}\} \subset \{S_{\text{reach}}\} \) violates the constraints imposed by the control law without causing critical degradations on the process,

- **Prohibit state** \( S_{\text{pro}} \). \( \{S_{\text{pro}}\} \subset \{S_{\text{reach}}\} \) does not respect constraints of the control law and results in a significant degradation of the process and its environment. The subset has to be avoided and the system has to be stopped before being in \( S_{\text{pro}} \).

Finally, \( O_{\text{req}} \) is the order respecting the control law, \( S_{\text{pre}} \) and \( O_{\text{req}} \) are respectively the state and the order predicted by filters.

4.2 Step 2: System state exploration

The objective of this step 2 is to explore the different evolutions of the system, to categorize them in the three possible states and to list the prohibit states of the system. Control law model and process model are used. The first one organizes all the actions to be done and the schedule in order to reach the final state of the process in the fastest and safest way. Process model details all reachable states based on the description of all actions and their effects on the system.

Control model is obtained directly from the control law inside of the PLC. Modeling, used later to find the optimal states, is based on Petri-net model which allows expressing constraints of a control law easily, especially sequence properties (task scheduling), parallelism (execution of several tasks at the same time), mutual exclusion (execution of an activity prevents execution of others) and synchronization (waiting the end of one, or several, specific activity before executing others). Regarding process model, a finite number of actions in ICS can be executed by the control part on the operative part so that the number of states is also limited. The effect on OP of each action of the system can be described. Modeling with a deterministic finite automaton is adapted to describe this procedure. An automaton \( M \), representative of process capacities contained in variable \( \delta \) and obtained by using (Henry et al., 2012), is defined by the following quintuplet:

\[
M = \left( \{ \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} S_i \}, \sum_{j=1}^{m} O_j, \delta, S_0, S_{\text{final}} \right)
\]

- \( \{ \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} S_i \} \) is the finite set of possible states where \( n \) denotes numbers of reachable states. \( S_i \) is a vector representing the state of the process which can be \( \{S_{\text{opt}}\}, \{S_{\text{dan}}\} \) or \( \{S_{\text{pro}}\} \),

- \( \{ \sum_{j=1}^{m} O_j \} \) is the finite set of action that can be performed by the system,

- \( \delta \) is the relation between states and an order. These relationships will make change the automaton by simulating the behavior of the system. Each action has to be modeled by its effect on the process,

- \( S_0 \in \{ \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} S_i \} \) is the initial state of the system,

- \( S_{\text{final}} = \{S_o \{S_{\text{pro}}\}\} \subset \{ \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} S_i \} \) is the set of final states. This may be the initial state of the system \( S_0 \) or a state in which no further evolution of the process is possible (forbidden state \( \{S_{\text{pro}}\} \)).

Algorithm, presented in Fig 4. and based on this automaton, applies for one given state \( S_i \) one action \( O_j \in \{O\} \) to discover all the reachable state for the system \( \{S_{\text{reach}}\} \). If the projection leads to a forbidden state \( S_{i+1} \in \{S_{\text{pro}}\} \) then the context, composed of state \( S_i \) and action \( O_j \) is saved. Moreover, if the new state \( S_{i+1} \) has already met earlier in the algorithm then the state is removed from the list of states that will be evaluated by the algorithm during the next iteration. The same thing happens if the projected state is the initial state or a prohibited state. The next iteration will only explore states not found previously. As a result, processing speed is increased,
combinatory explosion is prevented and a unique branch is explored every time.

\[
S_t = S_{pre}
\]

Fig. 4. Illustration of the exploration states algorithm

4.3 Step 3: Synthesis filter implementation

The rules describing constraints of the process are implemented into command filter in this third step. Process modeling and the list of context leading to prohibited states are used to write a rule \( R = \{\sum_{k=1}^{l} R_k\} \). When:

\[
S_t \in \{S|S_{pre}\}, O_t \in \{0\} \text{ s.t. } \delta(S_t, O_t) \in S_{pro}
\]

Rules are described as a matrix where:

\[
\forall (a, b) \in \mathbb{N} \\
1 \leq a \leq n, R = (r_{a,b}) = \{r_{a,b}\} \rightarrow \delta(S_t, O_t) \notin \{S_{pro}\} \\
1 \leq b \leq m
\]

Rules are a static security measure. The command filter in which they will be implanted, evaluates the common context of the system and compares it to these rules. If the context respect these rules, then order \( O_t \) is sent to OP. However, the convergence of ICS to unsafe state could be anticipated and quantified by computing distance between common state and prohibited states or optimal states. Indeed, in case of attack, a hacker will always try to bring the system in a prohibited state \( S_{pro} \) to make it inoperative. In such a case, distance between common state and forbidden state will reduced to 0. In contrary to a material failure, the distance is more stable. By applying distance concept of (Carcano et al., 2011) with the model of the process, distance between common and forbidden states are dynamically computed. However, more deviation can be detected considering control model. An attack, changing orders sent to OP but having the same effect on the process, is anticipated. A distance vector \( d \) taking into account the two models (control and process) is proposed:

\[
d \in \mathbb{R}^+, d_1 \in \mathbb{R}^+, d_2 \in \mathbb{R}^+, (i,j) \in \mathbb{N} \text{ and } (s, t, o, p) \in \mathbb{R}^n
\]

\[
d = \left\{ d_1 = \sum_{s=1}^{n} |s_i - t_i| + \sum_{j=1}^{m} |o_j - p_j| \\
\right.
\]

\[
d_2 = \# \{ i, s_i \neq t_i \} + \# \{ j, o_j \neq p_j \}
\]

The vector allows quantifying distance between common state and optimal or prohibited states of the system at t time. By monitoring the evolution of the distance, trajectory concept can be established. The notion not only allows detection but also discrimination of an attack from a failure. In order to guarantee duplication with contexts found in step 2, functions were implemented into the command filter allowing the prediction of future system state based on common state and sent order. Then, distance between common state and expected optimal state and the nearest forbidden state is computed. Finally, context is tested to analyze if it respects rules of the system. For report filter, only distance computation algorithm is implanted in the filter. Distance assessment (between common and expected states) is sent back to operators.

5. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

To illustrate the study, a well-known example on the literature as provided in (Li et al., 2016) is used. The system is composed of three tanks. Two tanks \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) of infinite capacity, contain respectively product \( A \) and product \( B \). Each tank discharges their product into a melting tank \( T_3 \) in order to produce a product \( C \). The filling stage is done by opening valves \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \). Level sensors show the effect of actuators on the process. When sensor \( H_2 \) is activated, valve \( V_3 \) opens to drain \( T_3 \). 3 level sensors \( H_0(LL), H_1(\text{HH}) \) and \( H_2(\text{HH}) \) are used to adjust the opening of the valves. There is only 1 forbidden state for the system which is reached when level in tank \( T_3 \) exceeds \( H_2 \).

State vector \( \{\text{Sensor } H_0, \text{Sensor } H_1, \text{Sensor } H_2\} \) with all or none sensors, order vector \( \{\text{Valve } V_1, \text{Valve } V_2, \text{Valve } V_3\} \), step state vector \( \{\text{Filling}, \text{Draining}\} \) are defined. During state exploration step, there are 8 different states:

- Unattainable states set \( \{\text{unreach}\} \): \( \{[0, 0, 0], [0, 1, 1], [1, 0, 1]\} \).
- Reachable states set \( \{\text{reach}\} \): which contains \( \{\text{opt}\} \): \( \{[0, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1]\} \), \( \{\text{Dan}\} \): \( \emptyset \), \( \{\text{pro}\} \): \( \{\text{overflow}\} \).

Contexts leading to forbidden states \( \{\text{pro}\} \) are found by the algorithm and are regrouped in Table 1. The automaton \( M \) representing the running of the system is:

\[
M = \{\sum_{i=1}^{12} S_i, \sum_{j=1}^{8} O_j, \delta, S_0, S_{final}\}
\]

With \( \sum_{i=1}^{12} S_i \) the set of reachable states composed of \( \{\text{opt}\} \) coupling with step state vector and \( \{\text{overflow}\} \), \( \sum_{j=1}^{8} O_j \) the set of orders made up of every possible combinations of order vector, initial state \( S_0 : [0, 0, 0] \), final state \( S_{final} : (S_0, \{\text{pro}\}) \) and \( \delta \) the relationship between states and orders. For example:

\[
\forall S_{\text{opt}}, S_3 \in \sum_{i=1}^{12} S, S_3 = [0, 0, 1], \delta(S_{\text{opt}}, O_3) = S_0, \forall k \in [1, 2] s.t. \left\{ S_{\text{opt}}, S_3 = [0, 0, 1], S_{\text{opt}}(k + 1) = 0, S_3 = [1, 0, 0], O_1 = [1, 0, 0], \delta(S_{\text{opt}}, O_1) = S_0 \right\text{with } S_0(k + 1) = S_{\text{opt}}(k + 1) + 1
\]

Algorithms presented in previous sections are implemented depending on the location of the filter in the control-command architecture. An attack “Man in the Middle” is simulated. When the attack is launched, all the orders are intercepted and replaced by predefine orders. In our example, orders \( O \in \{\text{opt}\} \) are replaced by order \( O_{\text{attack}} \in \{O\} \) and replaying the first order of the sequence \( O_1 = [1, 0, 0] \) that opens valve \( V_1 \). During the first cycle, order \( O_{\text{attack}} \) is sent and opens valve \( V_1 \) and fill
in tank $T_3$. Command filter detects no deviations on the command model and on the process model because attack order corresponds to optimal order $O_1$. The process goes from optimal state (initial state) to another one, distance to optimal states is equal to 0. When, sensor level $H_2$ is activated, the order to open $V_2$ is sent and is replaced by $O_{\text{attack}}$. Command filter detects a deviation from control law model $O_{\text{attack}} \neq O_{\text{opt}}$ but the predicted state match with optimal state $S_{\text{pre}} = S_{\text{opt}} = [1 1 0]$. Distance from optimal is 1 and the one from forbidden state is also 1. The order is sent because context does not match with ones that lead to prohibited states. In consequence, level sensor $H_2$ is activated and an alert is communicated to the supervision because optimality of the process is not respected ($V_1$ was opened instead of $V_2$). Finally, when the draining has been done, $O_{\text{attack}}$ is sent to the ICS. Command filter detects another deviation. Then, context leads to a forbidden state (tank overflow). As one rule is broken, the distance from prohibited states is equal to 0 and order $O_{\text{attack}}$ is stopped by the filter. Physical damaged on the system and its environment are avoided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forbidden States ($S_{\text{pro}}$)</th>
<th>Order $O_j$</th>
<th>State of the process before the action $S_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tank Overflow</td>
<td>Open $V_1$ or $V_2$: [1 0 0] or [0 1 0] activated: [1 1 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 1: only one order</td>
<td>Sensor $H_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Overflow</td>
<td>Open $V_1$ or $V_2$: [1 0 0] or [0 1 0] activated: [1 1 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2: multiple orders</td>
<td>Sensor $H_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tank Overflow</td>
<td>Open $V_1$ and $V_2$: [1 1 0] activated: [1 1 1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open $V_1$ and $V_2$: [1 1 0] activated: [1 1 1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open $V_1$ and $V_2$: [1 1 0] activated: [1 1 1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, a new approach, based on level 1 and 0, for detecting cyberattacks against industrial installations is presented. The keystone of the approach is the notion of distance between different states. The distance is a new mean to detect an attack based on the assumption that the purpose of an attacker purpose is to lead a system into prohibited state. The notion of distance introduces the concept of trajectory which is based on the evolution of distance over time, discriminates whether ICS are faced to a complex and intentional cyber-attack or not.

The approach detects attacks based on the knowledge of physical process with models. These models lead to rules that prevent dangerous orders execution. The concepts of distance and trajectory will be improved to discriminate detections. Finally, the results conducted on simulation demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and validate the proposed approach. More tests will be conducted on several prototypes representing real industrial systems.
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